


  1382  Mobtakeran Sanat Pajouh Company (MOSAP) started 
operating in 2003 with the collective efforts of medical 
equipment activists and medical engineering graduates 
from prestigious universities with a focus on professional 

cooperation with reputable European and American 

and with the understanding of some essential needs in 
medical centers and hospitals and with the support of 

production And began preliminary work and studies in 
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  IT IS OUR SPECIALITY
TO MEASURE
THE WASTED AMOUNT OF
YOUR
UTILIZED OXYGEN
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  Considering the research-oriented 
approach to the subject of production 
and the existence of potential 
technical facilities to start 

board of directors of Mobtakeran 
Sanat Pajouh Company (MOSAP) in 
2012

engineering unit of MOSAP Company 
independently and to equip the 
specialized laboratory required by this 
technical-specialized group in the city 

which is the result of years of research 
and experimentation and the result of 
the tireless efforts of the research 

manifolds in the R&D department of 
company with its unique and special 

result of these tireless efforts and 

with the production of an intelligent 

numerous and prestigious patents in 
the member states of the Paris 

   Mobtakeran Sanat Pajouh Company 
(MOSAP) in line with the macro 
policies of the General Directorate of 
Medical Equipment of the Ministry of 

ISO 13485:2016 standard and also the 
implementation of GMP standard 
conditions for the production of 



٪23-٪6523%-65% of the back up 
oxygen consumption can be considered as costly in 
the meantime wasted oxygen due to  the technical 

enables  the management team of medical  centers 
to make  decent decisions having access to 
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   OxyMPa  is an appreciably effective solution to decrease the utilized amount of hospital 

   OxyMPa is not just a simple apparatus to be placed next to the other equipment of your 

instantaneously of the  amount of oxygen produced by the oxygen concentrating 

   OxyMPa is designed and manufactured to be able to  support the  vastest and the  
massivest  medical centers’ back up oxygen up to the capacity of 3000 normal liters per 
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ISO  10524-2 :  2018

 IEC 60601-1: 2012

    All main connections and internal connections of gas passage 
in OxyMPa device are prepared and installed from high quality 
materials and stainless steel medical grade and all parts made 
by MOSAP company and subcontractors are also made of raw 
materials of the same quality and approved by 
standard ISO 10524-2  :  2018 Prepared and then 
machined and manufactured in institutions and companies 

and advanced tests by the experienced and specialized 
experts of MOSAP company before entering the production 

monitoring processes and precise expertise performed in the 
pre-production stages and the use of advanced standard 

   By passing the strict standards of the General Directorate of 

safety in accordance with IEC 60601- 1 :2012
has been able to obtain optimal and remarkable services by 
obtaining a medical equipment manufacturing license from 
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OxyMPa is an 
appreciably 
effective solution
to decrease the 
utilized amount of 
hospital back up 
oxygen
impressively.



device with the transmitters installed in the  
hospital’s oxygen concentrators  enabling  the 
device to review and analyze the information 
about the oxygen concentrators and to  
compare it with the back up lines  information  
depending on the required amount in the 

 Including three main source lines with the 
potentiality of supplying a virtual reservation as 
well; OxyMPa  provides the user to be able to 
monitor oxygen central site through the utter 

 In order to apply precise control on the 

the hospital and according to the working 

gas consumption routes in the device itself and 
also in the relevant data transponder by 
precision pressure transmitters and calibrators 

continuously controlled and the information 

accurate temperature sensor and continuous 
control of the temperature of the backup 
oxygen gas and the oxygen supplied by the 

users to always be aware of the gas 
consumption temperature of the medical 

consumed gas enables the users of the 
medical gases site to prevent gas from 
entering the consumption line of medical 
centers with temperatures below the allowable 

that use liquid oxygen tanks for their oxygen 
support and prevents the consumption of large 
medical centers from entering the gas pipeline 
with low temperature into the central pipeline 

the OxyMPa device have been carried out in 
accordance with the ISO 14971:2019 standard 
and will be continuously monitored in 
accordance with the policy set by the 
management and design and production staff 
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 IEC  62366:2015

OxyMPa Advanced Interface Unit:
    Due to the great importance of the user interface 
of the device and to create and implement a useful 
system for continuous monitoring and upgrading of 

has implemented the IEC 62366:2015 standard in 
this regard and with detailed technical expertise 
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    OxyMPa has unique facilities in its interface unit for effective communication with the 

10-inch touch screen 
monitor in the central device and 7-inch touch screen monitor on the device's data 

and administrators of these sites can easily and quickly access all user menus of the 

the conditions of oxygen production by oxygen concentrators in the last week and you 
can see the volume and average amount of back up oxygen consumption as well as its 

whether it is cost-effective to increase oxygen production at the medical site or to 

    OxyMPa has the ability to send text messages with different texts to inform operators 
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NL/Min

    OxyMPa in the user menus of the device has 

useful communication with the operator of the 

operators can use the unique features of this 
section by entering the work shift setting 

that in large medical centers and 
sub-specialized hospitals where more than one 
person is responsible for the site of medical 

    OxyMPa has a very wide range of facilities and 
memory to store and store useful information 
about the oxygen consumption of the medical 

history of oxygen supply by oxygen generators 
by day up to a week ago and the amount of 
oxygen consumed from backup oxygen sources 
such as oxygen cylinders and liquid oxygen 

30 days before 
storage and for use for basic and managerial 

In this section of the sub-menus of the OxyMPa 

the amount of oxygen consumed from NL / Min 

Status:

MOSAP CO.
OxyMP a Reports
HISTORY OF OXYGENATOR 3 flow status:

A day ago: 573.1 NL/Min
Two day ago: 562.3 NL/Min
The past third day: 585.7 NL/Min
The past fourth day: 550.0 NL/Min
The past fifth day: 560.0 NL/Min
The past sixth day: 572.4 NL/Min
The past seventh day: 580.9 NL/Min

Report date : 2020/08/12
Report time : 14:51
WWW.MOSAP.IR
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